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The European X-ray Free Electron Laser is a research facility located close to
Hamburg, offering X-ray pulses with ultra-high brilliance and femtosecond
duration at megahertz repetition rates. The detection systems necessary to
unlock the full scientific potential made possible by this machine poses
considerable challenges both in terms of data volume and rate, as well as the
interpretation of their recorded signal. To provide optimal data quality, expert and
detector-specific knowledge not easily accessible to external facility users is
essential, and its implementation must cope with the generated volumes. We
therefore aim to perform these preparatory processing steps and offer users a
dataset suitable for further analysis as the primary data product. This work
describes the machinery and workflows providing this data to users in an
automatic, configurable and reproducible manner, both online during the
experiment, and offline for scientific analysis afterward on the way to publication.
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1 Introduction

The advent of X-ray free electron laser sources and in particular their recent advance into
data rates in the kHz regime continues to push the boundaries of data analysis techniques.
The European X-ray Free Electron Laser (European XFEL) [1, 2], in operation since 2017, is
such a facility located in the area of Hamburg, Germany. Its superconducting linear
accelerator produces electron bunches with an energy of up to 17.5 GeV in a unique
burst mode time structure as shown in Figure 1. The resulting X-ray pulses are arranged in
trains of up to 2,700 pulses, with trains arriving at a rate of 10 Hz. Within each train, the
pulses are separated by as little as 222 ns, which is equivalent to an intra-train repetition rate
of up to 4.5 MHz. They are currently delivered to three beamlines in parallel covering the soft
X-ray to hard X-ray photon energy regime. At each beamline, up to three instrument
endstations are installed spanning a large range of different experiment techniques.

This unique train-pulse time structure offers the benefit of high pulse energies and small
wavelengths at comparably high repetition rates, but incurs additional challenges in terms of
detector technologies able to keep up with this intra-pulse distance and duty cycle. These
challenges led to the development of multiple custom X-ray 2D imaging cameras—AGIPD
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[3], LPD [4], and DSSC [5]—capable of capturing up to 8,000 frames
per second at the pulse repetition rate of 4.5 MHz, by using large
memory cell arrays, while also being able to cover large dynamic
ranges of photon intensities. Achieving optimal data quality with
these detectors requires intimate technical knowledge and the sheer
data volume they produce means that processing must be highly
scalable. For users, this complexity can impose a high barrier of
entry to make use of their data and to achieve scientific results for
their proposals.

We are aware of the impact of this complexity on data analysis
for users, and aim to offer the data taken during a proposal in a form
useful in the scientific context of its experiment. This form of data we
call user data, and it is provided in the same data format alongside
the original raw data as it was acquired by detectors. What
constitutes user data can be highly variable from experiment to
experiment and depends on the technique, experimental conditions,
and of course detectors used. It may range from image corrections
per pixel, over clustering or integration of neighbouring intensities,
to event reconstruction across correlated signal sources. To this end,
established and essential data preparation steps are offered as a
service running on the facility infrastructure, where they can be
efficiently and reproducibly applied at scale. Data processing is
provided both for real time applications during an
experiment—delivering data streams at latencies of a few seconds
or less—as well as for exhaustive processing of data recorded to disk
with a focus on completeness, precision, and reproducibility, scaling
to up the petabyte regime for single experiments. Rather than
replacing the raw data product, however, these systems are
designed to maintain configurability and integrate into user
workflows with custom adaptions for each scientific application.
This article reports on the general infrastructure and systems
developed for this purpose as well as the specific detectors and
methods it was applied to over the past 6 years of facility operation.
Their impact on user experiments and the facility is discussed,
leading up to a comparison with the originally envisioned concept
and an outlook into upcoming developments.

2 Methods

Data processing at European XFEL is generally separated into
the two paradigms of online and offline. This separation is
reflected in the facility-side machinery and tools that
provide user data.

Online processing happens during the experiment on the
direct data streams from the detectors and other acquisition
devices, it is near real-time and provides immediate feedback
and monitoring to steer the experiment. Given these
requirements, and the key role online analysis plays in the
success of an experiment, its primary focus is low latency to
provide analysis results within a few seconds or less with high
reliability for the operator. To this end, it may only operate on a
relevant subset of data and employ less sophisticated algorithms
to guarantee a result at the highest possible throughput,
potentially at the cost of accuracy.

Offline processing on the other hand operates on data stored in
persistent files for deeper data exploration and analysis. This may
take place minutes to hours after acquisition to guide experimental
decisions and extend for months after the experiment is concluded
until a clear scientific picture emerges. Such analyses aim at
accuracy, completeness, and reproducibility and, as such, they are
generally more efficient at scales which enable the use of
computationally expensive methods.

Distinct solutions have been developed to optimally serve both
of these requirements, built around streams and files respectively,
with a common ecosystem for tracking metadata. Both operate on
the same input of raw data, but are strictly split on the volatility of
their results. Those obtained from online processing are generally
not stored to disk to prevent any compromise in data quality or
reproducibility, which may result from their a priori configuration
or performance requirements. Instead, any permanent results are
produced through the offline processing system to allow for
continuous tuning of parameters and behaviour for optimal and
traceable results.

FIGURE 1
The time structure of European XFEL consisting of pulse trains with up to 2,700 individual pulses at a train repetition rate of 10 Hz. Within one train,
the spacing between bunches is in the order of several hundred nanoseconds, while each bunch by itself has a length of typically less than 100 fs [1].
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2.1 Online data processing

Providing an interpretable result in near real-time during an
experiment is often essential to performing successful user
beamtimes in photon science, in particular, to make the most
efficient use of the short time allocated to each experiment. In
addition, it serves a monitoring role for the experimental hardware
and environment, helping to ensure safe and effective operation.

The facility-provided online processing system is integrated
into Karabo [6], a distributed control system developed at
European XFEL to address three main challenges: i) acquisition
and processing of the large data volumes generated at the facility,
ii) provision of global time synchronisation across most control
variables, and iii) the flexibility required to efficiently control both
static and highly dynamic setups in prototype and facility scale.
Physical hardware is represented by corresponding Karabo devices
written in C++ or Python, which may communicate with each
other via a central message broker and direct point-to-point
connections. Additional functionality can be provided in the
form of pure software devices, as is the case with the online
data processing system. The processing is performed in the
online computing cluster (ONC), which consists of dedicated
nodes for each of the three beamlines operating in parallel and
located physically close to their endstations. This is equipped with
datacenter-grade graphics processing units (GPUs), which can
accelerate the most demanding processing steps.

The topology for online image correction for the large-area
multi-module 2D imaging detectors is illustrated in Figure 2, as this
presents the most demanding application due to the high data rates
involved. A single Karabo endpoint device per physical detector
module feeds data to a single correction device which performs
processing per module. Multiple correction devices are grouped
together on a single computing node to balance bandwidth and
computing capabilities. From the correction devices, two separate
types of output streams are provided: preview output and full
data output.

The preview path is limited to at most a single frame per train via
configurable reduction methods and provides quick feedback with
minimal latency. It is geared for direct monitoring on screen and
includes assembly steps of the individual detector modules into their
physical geometry. The latency of the assembled preview—including
corrections as well as assembly—is typically a few hundred
milliseconds.

The full data path, on the other hand, delivers the complete data
stream and can be tuned to best match the experimental analysis
requirements to the available network performance. It may carry
only a few specific detector modules of interest or assemble entire
detector frames in a single stream, with modules grouped and
processed together on the same machine as required to make
optimal use of network bandwidth. The highest data rate among
the currently used detectors is 9 Gbits per second for a single module
and a total bandwidth of 140 Gbits per second for the entire
assembly consisting of 16 modules. This output path is generally
used for specialized real time analysis suites provided by facility
users, which are tailored for each instrument via interfaces into the
Karabo control system.

In addition to the built-in correction methods, custom
processing code may be injected into the high-performance paths
via so-called correction add-ons. In particular for implementations
running on GPUs, this may take advantage of data already being
present in device memory to perform further analysis after
corrections. It should be noted that to preserve the monitoring
aspect, the preview result always remains unchanged. An important
application of the correction add-on mechanism is for the purpose
of online data reduction. Anymetadata generated by correction add-
ons across all correction devices of a detector can be transported to a
central arbiter device ahead of the actual detector data, where further
custom code is executed in so-called reduction kernels. Here, the
final decision can be made as to which data to include in the data
stream available further downstream and make optimal use of the
available bandwidth by minimizing the amount of data to be
transferred and processed.

FIGURE 2
Data flows in the online processing pipeline for multi-module 2D pixel detectors with up to 16modules. Detector hardware sends raw data through
the data acquisition system (DAQ) to correction software devices. Each compute node typically hosts up to four correction devices called a group, each
processing the data of a single module. From the correction devices, the low-latency preview stream is limited to a single frame and provided for
immediate operator display. The full data stream for further downstream analysis can include additional metadata introduced by calibration add-ons
running in the correction device. This metadata across all modulesmay be used for data reduction decisions in an arbiter device. In each group, amatcher
aggregates the individual data streams taking this data reduction feedback into account.
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2.2 Offline data processing

Data saved to files constitutes the primary data product of
beamtimes with more than 100 PB generated since European
XFEL began user operation in 2017. It serves a critical role from
early data exploration for decision-making during the beamtime to
forming the basis of scientific publication. To address the FAIR [7]
data principles and commitments of the common framework for
scientific data management at photon and neutron facilities laid out
by the PaN-data Europe Strategic Working Group [8], raw data is
generally acquired via the facility data acquisition system (DAQ)
and stored in the HDF5 format [9].

The raw data is complemented by data processed by the facility
and saved in additional files alongside. This data is generated by a
dedicated system either automatically upon the end of acquisition,
or by explicit requests made through the data management portal for
European XFEL users (myMdC). The portal is implemented as a
web application and tracks all scientific data saved to disk with its
physical storage location and metadata such as samples, techniques,
and experiment types. Additionally, it includes administration of the
experimental team, the electronic logbook, as well as management of
digital object identifiers (DOIs) to the scientific data.

An overview of the service interactions and flows to generate this
facility-processed data is provided in Figure 3. The requests
triggered through myMdC are tracked and managed by the
calibration service and run on the offline computing cluster
Maxwell [10], which updates their status through the myMdC
interface. The actual processing code at the heart of this system
is implemented in Jupyter notebooks [11]. This allows the same code
to scale from processing entire beamtimes automatically to manual,

interactive execution on a selected subset of data for exploration or
development. Each notebook is identified by an action it performs
on data of a particular detector and is written in such a way to receive
input values using nbparameterise [12]. These specify the input
data and the intended output location, as well as any other
parameters in terms of format or scientific context. The xfel-

calibrate runtime is then used to divide the workload and run
several copies of the processing at once via the SLURM workload
scheduler [13], each copy running on a subset of the data, spread
across multiple compute nodes to maximise the efficient use of time
and resources. At the end, the executed notebooks are compiled into
a report documenting the processing, including plots intended for
diagnostics and to monitor data quality. Additional single notebooks
may be run before and after this central processing step to prepare
the environment or reduce the results further.

Next to the automatic processing steps performed on acquired
data, this system is also used to implement the characterization and
generate the necessary calibration data for some of the
aforementioned processing steps, e.g., image corrections. This
processing differs in the degree of automation and interactivity
depending on how often it has to be repeated and its robustness. The
calculation of gain factors to calibrate intensity in absolute units is
generally done by manual invocation of xfel-calibrate with
suitable parameters, often running the underlying processing
notebook manually first to exploring the parameter space. An
example of fully automated characterization is the determination
of baseline offsets from dark data, i.e., data in the absence of an
external stimulus on the detector. It is performed at least daily
during operation and triggered through the myMdC web
application.

FIGURE 3
Overview of the services involved in the facility processing system at European XFEL. Detector data sent to the data acquisition system (DAQ) is sent
as a stream to online processing systems and written to disk as raw data. For the files tracked by the myMdC application, requests can be sent to be
calibration service to perform offline processing. This configures and runs Jupyter notebooks on the Maxwell compute cluster, interacting with the
CalCat database to retrieve necessary calibration data or add new data after characterization. The resulting processed data is then stored and
accessible alongside the raw data.
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In both cases, the location of the generated calibration data is
centrally indexed in a database called the Calibration Catalogue
(CalCat). It is queryable by the detector identifier, the point in time
the characterization took place and the conditions the data is
applicable for, such as the sensor temperature, bias voltage or
integration time. This enables the retrieval of the most suitable
available calibration data anytime a given detector was used. Queries
to CalCat happen both during the experiment using the current
detector conditions, as well as for any data taken prior, with the
respective conditions at the time of measurement. The conditions
are described by key-value pairs, which are generally scalar numbers
and have been assigned an allowed deviation at characterization
time. Detectors are uniquely labelled throughout the facility by the
physical detector unit (PDU) identifier, which is independent of
their physical location at a particular experiment. This allows
calibration data to seamlessly follow a detector to wherever it is
used at a particular time, as long as calibration data does not depend
strongly on the environment. In the case of multi-module detectors,
each of these modules represents a single PDU to facilitate
maintenance or exchange of individual modules. The calibration
data stored in this database can be readily compared to past values
for the same conditions to allow for regular monitoring by experts.

An important aspect of facility-processed data is reproducibility,
which in this context denotes the ability to recreate the same output
given the same input at a later point in time. Reproducibility aims to
ensure a level of confidence in the scientific results derived from such
data. It also alleviates the need to archive processed data in the
longer term, as it can be recreated from archived raw data if needed.
Here, it is important to acknowledge that in general, running the
same arbitrary code irrespective of the software environment will
not result in an identical result. Both changes to configuration and
external services, e.g., calibration data received from CalCat, as well
as differences in the lower lying soft- and hardware can lead to a
numerically different result. Furthermore, as the processing code is
developed further, its application to previous data may yield a
different output than an earlier version.

For the offline processing system, reproducing an earlier result is
therefore considered a distinct action from reprocessing it. It is
implemented at the xfel-calibrate level, where for every
invocation a special metadata folder contains all necessary
parameters about the computation itself, the executed notebook
with concretized parameters, the software environment it ran in as
well as the captured responses from external services. A second
command xfel-calibrate-repeat then uses this metadata
directory to re-run the same code as before, with the same
parameters, in a similar Python software environment, with the
same external service responses. Some lower-level factors are not
tracked in this implementation, such as the type of CPUs running
the code or the compiler used for dependencies.

Essential for the data quality aspect of facility-provided
processing is the continuous verification of its results. On a
purely software engineering level, this is achieved by a wide
coverage of unit tests [14] to test components individually. These
tests are triggered automatically on every code change as part of a
continuous integration workflow. In addition, an end-to-end
approach from a scientific perspective is used, which processes
data taken during regular user operation and compares the
output against the expected result. For every supported

processing task, a collection of such reference data is curated
alongside the intended and verified product. As part of ongoing
improvements, this reference result is regularly replaced after
manual examination. The list of configurations is also extended
to cover significant or incompatible changes, e.g., a different data
structure on the detector side, to ensure that newer and enhanced
processing code also works on older data.

3 Results

The described machinery for facility-provided processing has
been used for a wide range of actions, chief among them
characterization and image corrections of the custom large-area
2D imaging detectors. Recently, this has been extended to special
operating modes for these as well as entirely different but essential
pre-processing steps for types of experiments not involving pixel-
based detectors (see below).

3.1 Supported detectors and actions

A primary data driver of several instruments at European XFEL
are the AGIPD, DSSC, and LPD detectors, which are developed
specifically to exploit the unique burst mode time structure. As such,
their uniqueness necessitated establishing new characterization and
correction methods, and we consider it critical to offer an
implementation ourselves. Common to all these systems, and a
particular challenge for any applied processing method, is their very
high data rate on the order of 100 Gbit/s for a Mpixel detector.

The Adaptive Gain Integrating Pixel Detector (AGIPD) [3] is a fast,
integrating detector in the hard X-ray regime with adaptive gain. It
offers single photon sensitivity at 12 keV and a dynamic range of up to
104 12 keV photons while being able to take up to 352 consecutive
images at the facility’s pulse repetition of 4.5 MHz. This image burst is
then read out at 10 Hz between pulse trains (compare Figure 1),
resulting in a total frame rate of up to 3,520 Hz. There are currently
two 1 MPixel installations consisting of 16 modules each in use at the
SPB/SFX [15] andMID [16] instruments, as well as another 0.5 MPixel
prototype system with 8 modules and an upgraded version of the
readout ASIC (application-specific integrated circuit) at the HED
instrument [17]. A rich set of image corrections is implemented for
this detector. First, the gain stage each pixel was recorded in is chosen
through a threshold procedure followed by offset subtraction. Both the
required threshold and offset values are inferred from dark image
characterization automatically performed during operation in regular
intervals. In certain scenarios, baseline shifts and commonmode effects,
both spatially per ASIC and temporally across multiple trains, can be
accounted for. Finally, gain calibration converts pixel amplitudes to
intensity in units of absolute energy. Several methods have been
established to obtain the necessary slope characterization data and
implemented as part of the facility-processing package, and are
generally invoked manually. A detailed description of this detector
and its calibration can be found in [18].

The Large Pixel Detector (LPD) [4] is another fast detector
system acquiring up to 512 images at 4.5 MHz in three parallel gain
stages. From these stages, an auto-gain mode can choose the optimal
signal to resolve up to 105 12 keV photons. A Mpixel installation
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with 16 modules is in use at the FXE hard X-ray instrument [19]
alongside several smaller single-module detectors called LPD Mini.
The image corrections consist of the basic steps of offset subtraction
based on automatically characterized dark images and subsequent
gain calibration by pre-determined slopes obtained by manual
analysis [20].

At the soft X-ray instruments SCS [21] and SQS [22], the
DEPFET Sensor with Signal Compression (DSSC) [5] is available.
This camera operates at a peak frame rate of 4.5 MHz and features
on-chip digitization of 1-Mpixel images for up to 800 images.
There are two versions of this camera, each employing different
sensor technologies. The first version, which uses MiniSSD
technology, has been in user operation since 2019. It offers
several gain configurations to accommodate a broad range of
soft X-ray photon energies. The camera exhibits a linear
intensity response and thus, only offset subtractions are
necessary before proceeding with further analysis. The second
version of the camera utilizes DEPFET sensors and is currently in
the commissioning phase. This technology offers superior noise
performance, with an equivalent noise charge averaging 16 el rms
[23]. It enables single-photon imaging capabilities down to a
photon energy of 0.25 keV, all while maintaining a dynamic
range of up to 104. However, its nonlinear response necessitates
additional correction steps to convert ADC counts into photon
energy. These are currently in development.

In addition to these large-area burst mode detectors, several
other X-ray pixel detectors are used across the instruments with
corresponding support for characterization and image corrections
provided by the facility. The JUNGFRAU [24], ePix100 [25] and
pnCCD [26] are 2D frame-based detectors known from other
facilities with robust and mature processing methods available in
literature and upon which dark image pedestal subtraction, common
mode, and gain calibrations are based. In the burst mode operation
at European XFEL, these detectors generally are unable to record the
intra-train pulses, hence they are only operated at the train
repetition rate of 10 Hz. The Gotthard-II [27] is a 1D strip
detector developed at the Paul Scherrer Institute for use at
European XFEL capable of matching the pulse repetition rate. It
is particularly suited to spectroscopic measurements. Here, the
corrections also include an essential linearization of the raw
output of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) before
subtracting offset and calibrating intensity to absolute units.
Common to these detectors are considerably lower bandwidth
requirements either due to their operation at only the 10 Hz
train repetition rate or due to the smaller data volume of a
single frame.

A different set of processing actions is available for a detector
built on Timepix3 [28], a time-resolved and event-driven pixel read-
out chip. One such device is in use at the SQS instrument and is
primarily used for electron and ion spectroscopy. Rather than full
frames, it acquires individual time-over-threshold events for each of
its pixels. A time walk correction is offered alongside centroiding to
group neighbouring pixels illuminated at the same time into single
particle impacts, if applicable. The calibration data required for the
former correction process is currently acquired and prepared
manually in a similar fashion to gain calibrations for frame-based
detectors, but planned to be further automated in the future like dark
image characterization is.

The SQS instrument also employs time and position sensitive delay
line detectors [29] for charged particle and photon spectroscopy and
imaging techniques such as REMI (reaction microscope) [30, 31]. Here
the reconstruction process to assemble concrete particle impacts on the
detector is entirely implemented as part of the facility-based processing
systems, starting from digitized traces in the acquired raw data. After
common mode correction of the analog data and discrimination to
pulse arrival times, these digital signals on each channel are sorted into
tuples corresponding to the same detector hit. For optimal resolution
and reconstruction quality, further time sum and position correction on
the digital signals and sophisticated event sorting based on components
of the vendor-provided CoboldPC package can be included. In this
application, the output format involving time and position events differs
entirely from the initial input of analog voltage signals.

3.2 Special operating modes

In general, the core functionality of the implemented processing
actions aims to be generic and experiment-agnostic apart from
tuning parameters. Over the course of facility operation, however,
more and more toggle-able operation modes have been added to aid
users in data preparation procedures particular to their beamtime
or technique.

In the case of offline analysis, this allows us to automatically
enjoy the same benefits of reproducibility and scalability for these
steps. While these special operating modes are in most cases not
specific to a detector, their exclusive use at a particular instrument
typically ties them to one detector and is thus implemented as part of
its processing notebook.

One example of this is the generation of virtual CXI files for
serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) experiments [32] with the
LPD detector after image corrections. The native data format of the
Coherent X-ray Imaging Data Bank [33] specifies a particular layout
of HDF5 files for SFX experiments, and analysis software developed
in this scientific community can often use these files directly. By
generating these files using HDF5 virtual datasets to refer to the
corrected result in European XFEL’s data format, this is possible
without the need for an additional full copy on disk while being
immediately available for users after acquisition and processing.

Another example influencing the actual data result is photonization
available for the AGIPD detector [34]. Under certain illumination
conditions commonly present at the MID instrument, pixel intensity
after gain calibration can be interpreted as singular photon events of a
particular photon energy and represented by an integer count.
Performing this operation during image corrections can be
implemented particularly efficiently for immediate analysis based off
it. Furthermore, it serves as a data reduction technique, as the resulting
integer representation is significantly more compressible, resulting in
space savings of up to 97% at a negligible runtime cost [35].

Some operating modes are exclusively for data reduction
purposes before processing takes place, e.g., limiting the trains or
frames within a train to be included in the result. Even in the case of
the AGIPD detector, different methods are employed depending on
the experimental environment. At the SPB and MID instruments,
the so called LitFrameFinder software automatically aligns the X-ray
pulse pattern with the detector frame pattern to discard any frames
in the processed data output not directly illuminated by X-rays. At
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the HED instrument, however, an optical chopper device is used to
pick out entire pulse trains irrespective of the actual pulse filling
pattern, and the processing result is thus reduced by exploiting this
pulse picker information.

In the context of online processing, themain goal of offering special
purpose analysis directly into the facility-provided processing system is
exploiting data locality, especially in the case of high-bandwidth data
accessed on GPUs. Currently, this is primarily done for real-time image
corrections of large-area detectors via the mechanism described in 2.1,
with the first implementations covering the computation of integrated
intensity, counting lit pixels, and performing peak-finding in the context
of SFX. Inmost other cases, special requirements in an online setting are
often not mature or standard enough to warrant an application within
these systems, and are left to more flexible online analysis solutions
developed in-house [36] or those from the corresponding scientific
communities.

3.3 Processing performance

For all detector implementations listed in 3.1, the online
image corrections performed in real-time are able to cope with
incoming data rates delivered as data streams. In the case of the
AGIPD, DSSC, and LPD large-area detectors however, certain
rate limitations still remain when actually moving the full data
through the network.

These occur in particular when all modules are desired on a single
online cluster machine, entirely exhausting its network links. A single
group of correction devices each processing a single module on the
other hand can generally be transported at full rate. For a given
experiment, the ideal distribution can therefore be chosen, e.g.,
concentrating modules critical for analysis in the same
group. Further optimizations are possible by reducing the precision,
e.g., to half-precision float16 per pixel as well as applying frame
selections. Statically frames can be selected either by skipping entire
trains or choosing fewer frames in each train, while calibration add-ons
allow dynamic frame selection based on user-implemented criteria.
Typically, up to 500 frames per second are currently achievable when
assembling all modules to full frames for a single destination.

The achievable performance for basic image corrections is generally
comparable on CPUs and GPUs when the total turnaround including
memory transfer costs is considered. Still, these devices can perform
these tasks more energy efficient and furthermore offer a surplus of
computing resources that can be exploited for analysis or transformation
steps These can be integrated much easier with the data already local in
device memory at that time. Currently it includes computational tasks
like peak finding and azimuthal integration described in 3.2 as well as
memory-intensive axis stacking and reordering when requested by
downstream user applications using this data. At the same time, the
CPUs remain available to perform processing tasks not well suited or not
yet implemented on GPU architectures.

To feed this to analysis suites running outside of Karabo, the
lightweight Karabo-bridge protocol is available (in the illustrations, each
“matcher” can have one or more bridge outputs), with Python [37] and
C++ [38] bindings for convenient integration with existing software.
This has been used, for example, to feed data to Hummingbird [39] or
OnDA [40], two packages in the field of X-ray imaging experiments
developed by the scientific community and widely used across facilities.

The offline processing system aims to operate as efficiently as
possible on data already fully present in files. Generally, these files are
grouped into datasets called runs, which contain all the data collected
during manually operated triggers. The data volume is automatically
split into independent parts to parallelize the work in multiple jobs
across the Maxwell computing cluster. The automatic creation of PDF
reports and capturing other metadata relevant to reproducibility
typically takes less than 1 minute in a trailing job after all processing
jobs have returned. The distribution of resources on the Maxwell
compute cluster prioritizes currently ongoing experiments to
guarantee near-immediate allocation of nodes without any delay. At
this time, swift access to processed results for interpretation is
particularly valuable to make optimal use of beamtime. After the
experiment has concluded, processing requests are queued with the
same priority as regular users andmay incur waiting times. On average,
this results in about 650 jobs per day but also peaked at 2,200 jobs over a
single day in the current year of operations. The per-week job statistics
for the current year of operations are visualized in Figure 4.

For image corrections and other automatic data pre-processing
tasks, each job is assigned a set of trains along file boundaries. The image
corrections for the large-area pixel detectors with burst mode generally
achieve on the order of 1,500–5,000 frames per second of a single
module in each job, compared to data acquisition rates of up to
3,520 frames per second in the case AGIPD, for example,. The pixel
detectors not operated in burst mode and hence acquired at 10 Hz
typically reach up to 140 frames per second. For the non-frame based
detectors performance depends significantly on the experimental event
rates, but train centroiding for Timepix is generally processed at least
with 60 Hz, while REMI reconstruction varies between 40 and 80 Hz.
By parallelization of larger datasets across multiple SLURM jobs, this
generally matches or exceeds real-time across all processing options
factoring in disk I/O and the constant costs of set-up and tear-down
cluster jobs and processes.

In the case of the automatic dark characterization of pixel detectors,
however, jobs are generally assigned all data belonging to a single
detector module, if applicable. For burst mode detectors, these generally
have runtimes of 10 min or less depending on the number of memory
cells and trains considered for statistics. The runtimes of characterizing
dark data of other detectors are negligible and complete within aminute
or less. The non-automatic characterization tasks for gain calibration
are not written with performance but completeness and traceability in
mind with runtimes on the order of hours, as they are only repeated a
few times per year.

For special circumstances where exceptionally fast file-based
feedback is required, the offline processing machinery is capable of
running on the online cluster usually reserved for streaming
applications. This can take advantage of extremely fast disk I/O and
avoid delays until data is accessible on theMaxwell compute cluster, but
is limited to a too small number of machines to warrant the same level
of parallelization. It is therefore typically restricted to cases with a high
level of data reduction, e.g., pulse on demand techniques, that can take
advantage of fast file-based data exploration. To this purpose, many of
the features geared towards reproducibility and data tracking can be
turned off to minimize run time to processing only. For example,
corrected data written to file for a single AGIPD train with 352 frames
can be made available within 30 s of acquisition.

The reproducibility of offline processing was confirmed for four
different detector types (AGIPD, LPD, JUNGFRAU and ePix100)
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using data from just after the reproducibility work was completed
for each detector. This data was 18 months old for AGIPD at the
time of testing, and 12 months for other detectors. In each case, the
code used in the previous processing ran successfully and produced
output data identical to the original results.

4 Discussion

4.1 Evolution of concept

Prior to facility operation and facing the challenges ahead, the
concept for such a system was already planned and described in
[41], with a particular focus on the AGIPD, DSSC and LPD
detectors. On a conceptual level, significant differences can be
found and discussed between the current implementation and the
original expectations in three areas: i) online analysis, ii) access to
raw data, and iii) configurability. This stems from experience
accumulated during operation and an increasing diversity of
scientific applications.

The online monitoring of experimental data was not expected to
deliver the full input rate, but rather a continuous and non-
guaranteed stream targeted at visual monitoring by operators.
While this is critical for monitoring from a technical and
detector operation perspective, the diversity of metrics significant
for online analysis from a user perspective has proven to be much
wider. Beyond immediate and in particular visual evaluation of
immediate detector signals, the near real-time evaluation of
technique-specific quantities based on as many detector frames as
possible can significantly enhance the efficiency of the running
experiment. For example, single particle imaging (SPI) [42]
typically suffers from very low hit rates for interaction of the

nanoscale targets with X-rays. An estimation of this rate during
the experiment is more robust with access to at least some data of
every acquired frame, rather than the entire data of a fraction of
frames. This is primarily addressed by a flexible topology of the data
stream to tailor any necessary compromise to each use case.

With the presence of a facility-provided processing system, no
direct access to raw data affected by these systems was foreseen to be
necessary by users. After calibrated files are produced by these systems,
it was to only serve as the main archival data product, to be used when
those files are no longer present in temporary storage. However, the
operational experience so far has shown that a single truth for
correction methods—particularly for this custom hardware, but also
generally for the plethora of different experiments—has not been found.
Established methods, like the aforementioned SFX, can almost
exclusively rely on the processed datasets already, but this is not
universal for other, often still developing, or novel techniques.
Access to raw data remains essential for users with different
requirements, either to expand on the processing methods already
offered by us or replace them entirely with custom implementations. To
this purpose, the utilized calibration data is available to users through
the CalCat database as well. The collaboration on user’s data treatment
methods in this way allows to continuously adapt any improvements to
the facility systems for the profit of all scientific users. Here, the
distinction between reproducing an earlier result and reprocessing
the same raw data was also underestimated, as it is possible that the
current implementation may be newer and improved, giving a
potentially better, yet different result. In the context of the scientific
method, however, the capability to obtain an equal result is as
essential as well.

To maximize the applicability to as many experiments as possible,
and enable user data to be the data product sufficient for scientific
analysis, processing cannot be limited to standardized blocks. The

FIGURE 4
Number of processing jobs executed per week on the Maxwell SLURM cluster as part of the offline processing systems during the operations in
2023. Characterization jobs evaluate detector performance and generate calibration data, such as noise and pixel offsets. Processing jobs then transform
experimental datasets, for example, by applying image corrections to 2D X-ray detector data. Documentation and metadata jobs run alongside all these
actions to compile PDF reports with their results and capture metadata important for reproducibility.
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emerging need for configurability covers immediate and often empiric
parameters for computations, the implementation of special operating
modes as discussed in 3.2, and tolerance to a constantly changing
environment without stable interfaces. Even in the originally envisioned
case of 2D imaging detectors, including such configurability in
fundamental steps, like image correction and gain calibration, allows
for greater adaptation to moving requirements. In contrast, limiting to
standard methods risks focusing on the needs of established
communities to the detriment of emerging fields. Instead, sensible
defaults can aim to making common use cases as efficient as possible
while leaving the option to expand for uncommon use cases as well.
Parameters may range from flags for which algorithms are applied to
tuneable numerical thresholds, but also includes technical
configuration, like pipeline topology, for efficient network usage as
described for 2.1. Whenever applicable, they are inferred from available
metadata and hardware conditions and configured automatically.What
remains may require manual tuning not just by operators and experts
on the facility-side, but users as well. In line with the previous area of
raw data access, this necessitates transparency and accessibility in this
process. Finally, reliable operation of all these steps relies on countless
implementation details of hard- and software upstream, which are
themselves a moving target as the facility develops.

4.2 User operation

The facility processing system as presented here is in a mature
and stable state for user operation at European XFEL. Since
inception, it has seen widespread use during experiments

performed at the facility illustrated in Figure 5 for 2022 and
2023. More than 90% of experiments across the hard X-ray
instruments—namely, FXE, SPB/SFX, MID, and HED—are
generating processed data as part of their data product over this
time period. In a sharp contrast, approximately half of all
experiments at SQS and only a single experiment at SCS took
advantage of this system. These soft X-ray instruments differ
significantly from the hard X-ray instruments in experimental
techniques and thus detection methods. As discussed previously
in 4.1, the standardized blocks focused originally around image
corrections for 2D pixel detectors were not flexible enough for, or
did not at all cover, the requirements and use cases of the soft X-ray
instruments. In total however, 75% of the user experiments
performed at European XFEL in 2022 or 2023 were assisted by
the presented system in its current state.

A significant impact of processed data being generated
seamlessly and automatically by facility systems has been
observed on the storage infrastructure. The data volume of the
large area detectors, like AGIPD, can effectively be doubled after
acquisition by having both copies of raw and processed data on
disk at the same time, culminating in single experiments
exceeding multiple petabytes in a single week. This has been
primarily mitigated by the introduction of reproducibility, which
allows to only keep processing results on storage when they are
actively in use for analysis, as they can be safely recreated after
deletion. In addition, it stimulated the development of data
reduction techniques that are applied during these processing
steps. As such reduced processed data is the result of the same still
unmodified raw data, these represented ideal opportunities for
research of such methods and their validation.

These systems are provided for and continuously monitored by
experts from the Data Analysis and Detector groups at European XFEL
with expertise in software development, data analysis and detector
characterization. These experts also provide 24/7 on-call support for
user experiments. The established testing infrastructure verifies that
expected data quality is preserved, and further quality improvements
are confirmed manually in dedicated commissioning campaigns.

4.3 Outlook

Driven by the evolution of the calibration and processing
concept offered by European XFEL as discussed in 4.1, further
improvements are in development. These focus on increasing the
flexibility and performance of both online and offline processing
with data reduction in mind throughout the entire process.

While the online processing pipelines are able to process the data
volume of all burst mode detectors at their full input rate, moving
this data across the network still imposes limitations. On the
technical side, Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
technology will increase the achievable bandwidth in the near
future between DAQ and the processing infrastructure. This is
combined with expanding on the correction add-on mechanism
to exploit data being present in the memory of high-performance
GPUs to benefit custom user analysis as well. In fact, these devices
are increasingly used to accelerate time-consuming analysis tasks in
the analysis of X-ray experiments and enable their real-time
application, in particular for techniques based on machine

FIGURE 5
Ratio of user experiments of each instrument that generated data
using the facility processing system in 2022 and 2023. The total
number of experiments is shown above each bar.
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learning [43–46]. These capabilities are also the ideal place to apply
data reduction. As a result of the deep integration into the facility
systems at this point, these decisions can not only be used to alleviate
the bandwidth limitations in the online pipeline, but also reduce data
before it hits the file storage. This removes the need for additional
data reduction steps after writes have been performed.

For offline processing, the main focus is to use the existing scalable
machinery for a wider catalogue of generic analysis steps beyond the
facility-provided actions described in 3.1. Building on the first
experiences here in the form of the special operating modes, this
should expand to steps commonly re-implemented for many
experiments as these are often agnostic of the underlying detector,
such as azimuthal integration of detector frames for X-ray scattering
experiments. Apart from the potential for highly optimized
implementations, these can enjoy the same reproducibility
guarantees as the existing actions. In the second step of this process,
thismachinery can be opened up to users to run their own, fully custom,
analyses. The aim is for this to serve as a generic and accessible runtime
for automatic, configurable, dataset-based offline analysis. This provides
users instantly with a broad infrastructure related to managed code
execution, monitoring, and parallelization. Both of these goals are
contingent on further developments on the configurability and in
particular interfaces first, like in the form of the myMdC web
application. An important lesson already learned here for such an
automated system is to clearly document and communicate the
situations for which a particular analysis can be applied, for
example, the photonization of absolute energy scales currently
offered for the AGIPD detector. When the assumptions for such a
method are not met, perhaps unknowingly, their application can result
in a diminished data quality contrary to its intended purpose. Finally,
this extends to more support for interoperability with existing solutions
in the scientific community, for example, through the NeXus
data format [47].

4.4 Summary and conclusion

A comprehensive and scalable system for processing scientific
data has been developed at European XFEL. It aids users in essential
preparatory processing steps, which are increasingly challenging due
to high data rates and the use of custom detector technologies.
Experimental data is delivered to the majority of user groups in a
form suitable for further analysis at a constantly verified data quality.
Future developments are focused on more support for a wider range
of experimental techniques and integration of data reduction
techniques.
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